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	Advanced DPA Theory and Practice provides a thorough survey of new physical leakages of embedded systems, namely the power and the electromagnetic emanations. The book presents a thorough analysis about leakage origin of embedded system. This book examines the systematic approach of the different aspects and advanced details about experimental setup for electromagnetic attack. The author discusses advanced statistical methods to successfully attack embedded devices such as high-order attack, template attack in principal subspaces, machine learning methods. The book includes theoretical framework to define side-channel based on two metrics: mutual information and success rate.
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Blender 3D 2.49 Incredible MachinesPackt Publishing, 2009
Blender 3D provides all the features you need to create super-realistic 3D models of machines for use in artwork, movies, and computer games. Blender 3D 2.49 Incredible Machines gives you step-by-step instructions for building weapons, vehicles, robots, and more.

This book will show you how to use Blender 3D for mechanical modeling and...
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Security and Privacy in Smart GridsCRC Press, 2013

	Presenting the work of prominent researchers working on smart grids and related fields around the world, Security and Privacy in Smart Grids identifies state-of-the-art approaches and novel technologies for smart grid communication and security. It investigates the fundamental aspects and applications of smart grid security...
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The Perl, Version 4.0 / Perl in a Nutshell, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2004

	Version 4.0 of O'Reilly's ""The Perl CD Bookshelf gives programmers convenient online access to their favorite Perl books, all from their CD-ROM drive. We've updated this best-selling product with electronic versions of six popular books. Included are the second editions of ""Perl in a Nutshell, and...
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Robust Speech Recognition of Uncertain or Missing Data: Theory and ApplicationsSpringer, 2011

	Automatic speech recognition suffers from a lack of robustness with respect to
	noise, reverberation and interfering speech. The growing field of speech recognition
	in the presence of missing or uncertain input data seeks to ameliorate those
	problems by using not only a preprocessed speech signal but also an estimate of
	its...
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NoSQL For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Get up to speed on the nuances of NoSQL databases and what they mean for your organization


	This easy to read guide to NoSQL databases provides the type of no-nonsense overview and analysis that you need to learn, including what NoSQL is and which database is right for you. Featuring specific evaluation criteria for NoSQL databases,...
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Atom InterferometryAcademic Press, 1996
"I know of no similar books in the literature, and I am sure Atom Interferometry will be very useful for scientists who are interested both in the fundamental and applied aspects of quantum physics."
--Vasili Kharchenko, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, PHYSICS TODAY. -- Review     
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